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ABSTRACT
Framing remains one of the pillars of behavioral economics. While framing effects have been found
to be quite important in the lab, what is less clear is how well evidence drawn from naturally-occurring
settings conforms to received laboratory insights. We use debt obligation to the UK government as
a case study to explore the ‘omission bias’ present in decision making with large stakes. Using a natural
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doubled when the act is reframed as one of commission rather than omission. We estimate that this
reframing of the perceived nature of the action generated over $1.3 million of new yield. We find
evidence that this behavior may result from a deliberate ‘omission strategy’, rather than a behavioral
bias, as is often assumed in the literature. Our natural field experiment highlights that behavioral economics
is much more than a series of empirical exercises to quench the intellectual curiosity of academics.
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Day after day deceitful acts permeate our society, from rule-bending by consumers,
welfare claimants, and corporate citizens, to outright fraudulent behaviours by firms
and even governments themselves. While literatures have developed to explain such
acts,1 officials often find it difficult to address these behaviors through traditional
enforcement methods (for example, fines and prosecution). In this note, rather than
explore how we can use traditional economic variables to combat dishonorable acts,
we take this literature in a different direction. We leverage behavioral economics, and
use ‘omission bias’ as a starting point. Our main hypothesis is that when considering
engaging in many types of mendacious acts, many people fall short of acting
honourable due to an omission strategy. If true, then we should be able to affect the
prevalence of such acts by simply reframing acts of omission as acts of commission
(i.e. doing nothing is an active choice).
Of course, psychologists and behavioural economists have argued for years that
the manner in which a decision is presented is important (see, e.g., the endowment
effect (Thaler, 1980), status quo bias (Samuelson & Zeckhauser 1988), and
differences between Hicksian surplus values (Hanemann, 1991).2

Although

considerable laboratory evidence consonant with framing effects has accumulated in
the literature,3 a natural inclination for many economists is to discount such results on
the grounds that they reflect inexperienced subjects or maladroit designs. While work
has begun to extend the empirical results to the field (see, e.g., List, 2003; 2004),
there is limited evidence on first-order questions such as: can framing manipulations
have important economic effects in naturally-occurring markets?4

This is not

surprising in light of the difficulties associated with executing a clean test in the field.
To lend insights into both this methodological query and the importance of
‘omission bias’ in the field, we use as a case study repayment of debt.
1

Our

The economic analysis of crime began on a very high plane with the work of Beccaria and Bentham
in the 18th and 19th centuries, but its revival in modern times dates only to 1968, when Gary Becker's
article on the economics of crime (Becker, 1968). Since then there has been an outpouring of
economic work on crime in the following areas: the optimal trade-off between certainty and severity of
punishment, the comparative economic properties of fines and imprisonment, the economics of law
enforcement and criminal procedure, and above all the deterrent and preventive effects of criminal
punishment (including capital punishment).
2
Philosophers have long been interested in this area – see Singer (1979) and Steinbock (1980).
3
Using lab experiments, Cox et al. (2013) find that people act more reciprocal (both positive and
negative) when another’s behavior results from acts of commission rather than acts of omission. They
argue that the most fruitful future area of examining the omission-commission distinction is using field
experiments to understand their real world importance.
4
Yet, see the recent work of Fryer et al. (2012) with teachers and Hossain and List (2012) with factory
workers. On dishonesty, the interested reader should see, e.g., Gneezy (2005), Sutter (2009), and
Cappelen et al. (2013), who explore the prevalence and importance of dishonesty.
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experimental platform is the recent approach taken by Her Majesty’s Revenue and
Customs (the UK Government Tax Office) to debt collection.

We view the

collaboration with the UK Government Tax Office as representing a perfect setting
for our inquiry because the experimental subjects are people who actually have failed
to repay overpaid government benefits, which presents a clear opportunity to profit
through acts of omission. We augment the Government’s traditional repayment letter
by including the following message in our ‘omission to commission’ letters:
“Previously, we treated your lack of response as an oversight. Now, if you do not call
[telephone number], we will treat this as an active choice.”
Our letters were randomized across a section of the UK population who owed
money in 2012. Making use of information gathered from nearly 40,000 letters, we
find that in the control treatment roughly 12% of letter recipients repay their debt
obligation within 30 days. This is considerably less than the repayment rates of those
receiving omission messages (~23%), which almost doubled the likelihood of paying
money back to the Government. The stakes in our experiment are quite large in that
the ‘omission to commission’ treatments led to over £1.2 million (i.e. $1.8 million) in
revenue being accelerated over a 30-day period. Moreover, we estimate that the
treatments ultimately led to £0.88m ($1.3m) of new (not accelerated) yield because of
the way the debts were subsequently treated. The observed treatment effects are
significantly larger than treatment effects we find from providing more information
on how to pay, helping recipients plan their payment, or summarizing the letter
content.
Our preferred interpretation is that people believe that non-payment in the
omission to commission treatment will result in greater punishment compared to nonpayment in the control treatment (see the excellent discussion in Spranca et al., 1991;
DeScioli et al., 2011). This interpretation is confirmed in a companion survey, which
reveals that 80% of people believe that non-payment in the omission to commission
treatment will result in greater punishment compared to non-payment in the control
treatment. Our data, therefore, suggest that agents responding to the commission
message are rational in the sense that they anticipate greater punishment if they do not
act honestly. This is at odds with the traditional ‘omission bias’ literature, which
interprets omission as a bias rather than a strategic choice. In this way, an ‘omission
strategy’ can be part of an equilibrium explaining why such framing manipulations
work.
3

The remainder of our study proceeds as follows. The next section details the
experimental design. Section II summarizes the results. Section III concludes.

I.

Field Experimental Design

While there are many forms of dishonesty, we focus our case study on the
interaction between individuals and authorities. There are many instances in which
individuals are required to comply with government requests to give an honest and
accurate report of their circumstances. We take the example of the disbursement of
government benefits.

The US government offers over 1,000 different benefits

programs, and total transfer receipts to individuals from governments in the US stood
at $2.25 trillion in 2011 (Benefits.gov, 2013; Bureau of Economic Analysis, 2013).
Many of these benefits require certain conditions to be met, and require the recipient
to notify the disburser if this ceases to be the case. There is thus the potential for a
recipient to fail to make such a notification, and thereby profit by omission.5 This
potential also exists in the UK benefits system, and therefore the UK represents a
fertile ground to explore the effect of omission and commission.
In this spirit, we address a particular compliance challenge: collecting
overpaid Tax Credits, a form of benefit provided by the UK government.6 Reasons
why a recipient may be paid too much through UK Tax Credits include: a failure to
notify the authorities of a change in the recipient’s situation, providing incorrect
information, or a failure to renew credits on time.7 If this happens, then the UK
government has a duty to reclaim the overpaid Tax Credits, since they constitute a
debt. Individuals receive an initial statement of the debt; if they do not respond to this
statement, then they are sent targeted letters requesting payment, followed by further
enforcement actions, if appropriate.8
5

For example, in 2012 10.5% of Unemployment Insurance benefits were overpaid (some owing to
agency error), amounting to $4.5 billion in total. Only 21% of these overpayments were recovered
(United States Department of Labor, 2013). Meanwhile, the cumulative amount owed through social
security payments nearly doubled between 2001 and 2011, to stand at $7.3 billion (United States
Government Accountability Office 2012). In addition, improper payments represented 10.1% of
Medicare spending in FY 2013, amounting to $36 billion. (Department of Health and Human Services,
2013, 165). It is worth noting that Thurman (1991) offers evidence that omission bias is present in tax
evasion, which has several similarities to the inappropriate receipt of government benefits.
6
Tax credits come in two main forms: Child Tax Credit, awarded to support the raising of children,
and Working Tax Credit, paid to those who are in work but have a low income. For more information,
see https://www.gov.uk/child-tax-credit
7
http://www.hmrc.gov.uk/taxcredits/things-go-wrong/overpayments/how-happened.htm
8
The enforcement actions include telephone calls and personal visits from an HMRC officer. If no
contact can be made, or the benefit recipient refuses to pay, then HMRC may: refer the debt to a private
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Methodology
As our control, we employ the original letter typically used by the UK
Government Tax Office – see Appendix.

In this way, the control condition is

essentially a form letter that includes basic information about the size of debt and how
to pay. The experimental treatment letters were identical to the control apart from
inclusion of various short messages (see Appendix for both the control and the
Collective Omission to Commission letters). The first, and most important, departure
from the control letter is our omission to commission letters. In these cases, we
simply add the following to the control, as can be seen in the Appendix: “Previously,
we treated your lack of response as an oversight. Now, if you do not call [telephone
number], we will treat this as an active choice.”
Constructing any message clearly involves making many choices about
features such as tone, vocabulary, and length. However, in this situation one aspect of
the test messages in particular is likely to affect their impact: the nature of the sender
(Dolan et al., 2012). The ‘omission strategy’ is based on anticipated blame, and the
salience of this blame is likely to vary according to its source. In this situation, there
are two overlapping sources, since the letter is addressed from both an organization
(i.e. the UK tax office) and an individual within that organization (i.e. a specific
collector).9

As such, there is a case for examining whether emphasizing the

individual or the collective influences compliance. While this specific issue is rarely
examined, Tausczik and Pennebaker (2010) note that there is much evidence that
lower status speakers make greater use of the first person singular “I”, whereas higher
status speakers use the first person plural “we” more often. In addition, studies such
as Bargh (2006) show that priming with collective (as opposed to singular) pronouns
can increase levels of demonstrated altruism. Therefore, we introduce a subordinate
hypothesis: Individuals who receive a message, at the point of decision, that states
that non-compliance will be an act of commission will be more likely to comply if the
sender is framed as a collective, rather than an individual.

debt collection agency; seek to remove it automatically from payrolls; or consider seizing goods to
recoup the amount owed. A summary of the process can be found at:
http://www.revenuebenefits.org.uk/tax-credits/guidance/how-to-deal-with-hmrc/dealing-with-debt/. We
discuss the particular actions applied to these debts later in the article.
9
The name of the individual sender has been excluded from the letter examples in the Appendix.
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Two messages were constructed to test this hypothesis.

The first was:

“Previously, I treated your lack of response as an oversight. Now, if you do not call
[telephone number], I will treat this as an active choice” (we call this ‘Individual
Omission to Commission’). The second was: “Previously, we treated your lack of
response as an oversight. Now, if you do not call [telephone number], we will treat
this as an active choice” (‘Collective Omission to Commission’). Note that the two
messages are identical except for the pronouns; by limiting the changes in this way,
we can isolate the effect of the individual/collective framing.
We also took the opportunity to compare countering the omission strategy
with an alternative approach for increasing compliance, based on offering additional
help and lowering perceived barriers to resolving the recipient’s debt situation. This
more “customer focused” approach has been discussed extensively as a means of
creating a good relationship between tax authority and citizen – which in turn has
been found to boost voluntary compliance (Kirchler, 2007; Braithwaite, 2003; Smith,
1992). There is some field experimental evidence from the UK that messages of this
kind can raise tax compliance (Hasseldine et al., 2007; Hallsworth et al., 2014).
In our field experiment, these additional letters provided more information
about call centre opening times (denoted ‘Opportunity’), pointed out that the tax
authority was attempting to resolve the issue (denoted ‘Reciprocity’), suggested
making a plan to call the tax authority (denoted ‘Planning’), and provided a summary
box of the main points in the letter (denoted ‘Summary Box’) (see Table 1). These
other treatments provide a reference effect size and place our main treatment effects
in perspective.
The letters requesting payment of debts included in our field experiment were
issued in January 2012. The experimental sample of 38,800 cases consisted of all
debtors for whom the outstanding amount could not be recovered via payroll
deductions. We calculated that an equal allocation amongst the seven messages
detailed above would allow us to detect a 2.7% ATE with 80% power, which is
similar to the smaller effects obtained by Hasseldine et al. (2007) and Hallsworth et
al. (2014). Individual cases were randomized using the random number function in
SAS, with no blocking and roughly equal allocation to each group. Letters were then
issued over five sequential days. It was not possible to randomize the issue of letters
across these days. Instead, letters were issued in tranches organised by debt size –
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since the randomisation was successful, this resulted in equal proportions of each
letter being issued each day (see Table 1).

II.

Field Experimental Results

We first check the balance of the randomization on the background variables.
Table 2 shows the regressions on these variables, with the treatment groups as
independent variables and the reference group as the control group. Regressions (I) to
(VI) show that there are no significant differences between control and treatment
groups on four covariates available to us: gross income for the tax year; log gross
income; gender; and (female) title. We also test the latter four regressions using a chisquared test and find similar negligible differences.
Our main results are contained in Table 3, which presents the marginal effects
from a logit regression where the dependent variable is whether the recipient made a
payment within 30 days of being sent the letter. Thirty days represents the last point
at which we can be confident that individuals had not received the subsequent letter
asking for payment (which did not form part of this experiment). Around 12% of
recipients in our control treatment made such a payment within 30 days.
Regression (I) is the basic specification, with the treatment groups as the
independent variables. The ‘Reciprocity’, ‘Planning’, and ‘Summary box’ treatments
do not have a significant effect on repayment rates. The ‘Opportunity’ treatment
produced a 2.2% increase in payments. The effect in comparison to the control group
is an 18.5% (0.06 standard deviations) effect size.
In terms of the omission to commission messages, the ‘Collective Omission to
Commission’ group created an 11.2 percentage point increase in payment rates. This
is equivalent to a 94.1% (0.33 standard deviations) treatment effect size. Moreover,
the ‘Individual Omission to Commission’ group produced a 10.9 percentage point
increase. This is equivalent to a 91.6% (0.32 standard deviations) treatment effect
size. These results are not statistically significantly different from each other, which
does not support our secondary hypothesis. However, they are significantly different
from the other treatment effects and the control at conventional significance levels,
confirming our primary hypothesis (p<0.001).
Regression (II) in Table 3 includes the individual’s gross income for that year
and their gender (dummy being male). Importantly, when we include these variables
the coefficients on our treatments do not change. As far as the observables, we find
7

that individuals with higher incomes are more likely to repay the Tax Credits. For
each pound sterling that someone earns, they are 0.0002% more likely to pay the tax
back within 30 days.

To place the 11.2 percentage increase found above for

“Collective Omission to Commission” in context, we would have to raise incomes by
£50,000 to obtain the same effect.
We find that men are five percentage points less likely than women to repay
their tax credits. This result accords with the relatively limited evidence on gender
and tax compliance (Kastlunger et al., 2010; Jackson and Milliron, 1986). Regression
(III) interacts the income and gender variables with the six treatment variables. The
interactions are neither large nor statistically significant.
Table 4 examines the impact of the treatments on the payment date. This
dependent variable is different from that presented in Table 3, which represented
whether the individual had made a payment within 30 days of the letter being issued.
The dependent variable in this case is ‘day of payment,’ which is a continuous
variable measuring the actual numbers of days until the first payment is made by the
individual. In this way, it potentially provides more information than Table 3, since it
extends beyond the initial 30 day period. Any person who still had not paid at the
time we extracted the data received the maximum value of 412 days.
Regression (I) in Table 4 shows that the omission to commission groups pay
much earlier than the recipients in the control and the other treatment groups. The
“Collective Omission to Commission” group made their payment 22 days earlier than
the control, and the “Individual Omission to Commission” group made their payment
18 days earlier than the control. In comparison to the control, the effect sizes are 9%
(0.13 standard deviations) and 7.3% (0.11 standard deviations), respectively.
Surprisingly, the ‘Planning’ treatment group made payments seven days earlier than
the control group. This is interesting: it implies that the planning message had an
initial effect on payments that was not sustained over the longer term.10
Regression (II) in Table 4 introduces income and gender. Consistent with
Table 3, we find that individuals with higher gross incomes are more likely to repay
the government – with each extra pound sterling of income they are likely to pay it
back 0.003 days quicker. Moreover, men wait 40 days longer than women to make a
10

A comparison with Table 3 shows that overall the Planning letter did not lead to a higher payment
rate at 30 days. However, it did mean that people paid earlier on average, and (since the randomisation
is robust) it is very likely that is because of different behavior within the first thirty days.
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payment. Regression (III) interacts the treatment variables with both income and
gender. In contrast to the previous Table, we find three significant interactions.
Those with higher gross incomes who receive either the ‘Planning’ or ‘Collective
Omission to Commission’ treatment take longer to pay than those with lower
incomes. In addition, we find that men who receive the ‘Collective Omission to
Commission’ treatment take considerably longer to pay than women from that same
treatment group.
Using the estimates from regression (I) Table 3 we can provide an estimate of
the benefits from this study. First, we can estimate the accelerated yield at 30 days.
The control group in the first 30 days paid £602,344 back to the government. The
‘Collective Omission to Commission’ group paid £1,351,414 in the first 30 days and
the ‘Individual Omission to Commission’ group paid £1,120,331 in the first 30 days –
the gross marginal yield was therefore around £1.27million.11
Second, we can estimate the total additional (rather than accelerated) yield.
To do this, we first identify the debts with a value of less than £3,500. Debts above
this amount were sent for enforcement action that consisted of seizure of goods, and
therefore any gains in this group are likely to consist of accelerated revenue only.
However, debts below this amount were subjected only to a series of letters, which
were completed within 80 days after the trial began. Therefore, any marginal gains
that still existed at this end point represent additional (rather than accelerated) yield.12
At this time, the new marginal yield on sub-£3,500 debts was £512,604 (‘Collective
Omission to Commission’) and £366,920 (‘Individual Omission to Commission’) –
the aggregated new marginal yield was £879,525.13 It should be noted that the
additional marginal cost to the government from this intervention was effectively
zero, since these letters would have been sent regardless.

III.

Discussion

Economic theory is consequentialist: utility is determined solely by final
outcomes. Yet, there are important cases where the actions that result in those final
outcomes are important. For example, we judge people less harshly if they withhold
11

These calculations are made by multiplying the absolute treatment effect per group by the number of
individuals in each group and the amount of debt in each group.
12
No further enforcement action was planned to take place after the data period we can observe. To the
best of our knowledge none did take place, but we cannot guarantee this is the case.
13
At 80 days the absolute treatment effects of ‘Collective Omission to Commission’ and ‘Individual
Omission to Commission’ were 8.8% and 7.6% respectively.
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an antidote from someone who has been poisoned than if they poison someone, even
though the consequences are the same (Cushman et al., 2006). This type of behavior,
and related examples such as the Trolley problem and the Vaccination problem, have
been categorized as an ‘omission bias.’
To more deeply explore whether indeed our experimental results are a bias or
a result of strategic thinking, we complement our natural field experiment with an
online survey.

Using an online survey platform in April 2015, we presented a

national sample of 250 UK citizens, who were previously or currently in receipt of tax
credits, with two different scenarios. The ‘control’ scenario involved receiving the
control letter,14 while the ‘omission’ scenario featured the omission to commission
letter.15 The order in which participants saw these scenarios was randomised.
Participants were then asked: “Of these two scenarios, which would lead to a
more severe punishment if you did not respond to the letter?” We find that 80%
choose the omission scenario.16 Our results are consonant with the notion that our
natural field experiment is revealing an omission strategy, rather than a bias: knowing

14

This read as follows: “Imagine that you have been paid too much in Tax Credits by the government.
The tax authority sends you a letter asking for you to repay what you owe, but you do not respond. The
tax authority then sends you another letter, which contains the statement: “We told you recently that
you were paid too much through your tax credits. Our records show you have not been in touch about
this. Please call 0845 302 1421 now.”
15
“Imagine that you have been paid too much in Tax Credits by the government. The tax authority
sends you a letter asking for you to repay what you owe, but you do not respond. The tax authority then
sends you another letter, which contains the statement: “We told you recently that you were paid too
much through your tax credits. Our records show you have not been in touch about this. Previously, we
treated your lack of response as an oversight. Now, if you do not call 0845 302 1421, we will treat this
as an active choice.”
16

To be robust, we used two versions of this omission statement, in order to test a subordinate
hypothesis about perceived levels of punishment arising from the “we will treat” phrasing. The
message includes the phrase “we will treat this as an active choice” (emphasis added). Therefore, it
could be argued that these results simply show the effect of a signal that punishment is likely to occur;
in this analysis, there is no effect from the omission element as such. In order to address this point, we
included a “non-threat” variant of the omission scenario. This was identical to the one above, but with
the following wording: “We told you recently that you were paid too much through your tax credits.
Our records show you have not been in touch about this. Previously, your lack of response may have
been an oversight. Now, if you do not call 0845 302 1421, this will be an active choice.” This version
therefore lacked any signal of punishment, but retained the omission element. Participants were
randomly allocated to see either version of the omission statement. As well as being asked to choose
whether the control or (either) omission scenario would result in more punishment, they were also
asked: “How severe do you think the punishment would be? (Please give your answer out of 10, where
1 means no action and 10 the maximum penalty possible.)” The results showed that 78% of those
viewing the standard omission statement rated it as producing more severe punishment, compared to
81% of those viewing the “non-threat” version (not significant at the ten per cent level) The mean
severity of punishment scores were 6.47 for the standard omission version and 6.79 for the non-threat
omission version (not significant at the ten per cent level). These results suggest that the results from
the field experiment do not simply reflect a straightforward reaction to perceptions of increased
punishment.
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that we blame individuals less if a bad outcome ensues because they act than if they
do not act, people are more likely to behave dishonestly when they can use omission.
When the omission is presented as commission, participants are significantly more
likely to act honestly and repay their debt to the government. In other words, if given
the chance, people will select an omission option because they think they will be
judged less harshly by others as a result of acting dishonestly. Therefore, in some
instances it may be more appropriate to refer to the effect as an omission strategy,
rather than an omission bias (see also Descioli et al., 2011). We believe that our
results are the first to show that messages explicitly aimed at countering this omission
strategy are effective at influencing behavior in naturally occurring markets.
From a policy perspective, the omission strategy suggests that policymakers
should first examine whether they are creating services or policies that introduce the
opportunities for people to exploit omission options – and eliminate those
opportunities (Mazar & Hawkins, 2015). In addition, they should consider the broad
set of insights gained from lab experiments on the importance of framing. These
experiments revealed an important effect that might happen in markets; our field
experiment showed that this effect actually does occur in the field, and is important
enough to influence high stakes allocations.
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Table 1: Date of issue of Tax Credit letters, by letter
Group

Phrase

05/01/12
Size of debt

1. Control
2. Reciprocity
3. Planning

4. Summary

5. Opportunity

6. Collective
Omission to
Commission
7. Individual
Omission to
Commission
Total

Please call [telephone number] now. We are offering to
help sort this out. All you have to do is call.
Please choose one day this week. Please choose a time
that day. Promise yourself to call [telephone number]
then.
Tax Credits overpaid
Payment plan available
[telephone number]
[placed at end of letter]
Please call [telephone number] now. We keep our lines
open every day:
Monday to Friday 08:00 – 20:00
Saturday 08:00 – 16:00
Sunday 10:00 – 16:00
We are waiting for your call today.
Previously, we treated your lack of response as an
oversight. Now, if you do not call [telephone number],
we will treat this as an active choice.
Previously, I treated your lack of response as an
oversight. Now, if you do not call [telephone number],
I will treat this as an active choice.

Total

Date of issue
06/01/12

09/01/12

10/01/12

11/01/12

> £1500

£850 <
£1499

£550 <
£849

£350 < £549

< £350

1158

1107

1005

1122

1269

5661

1185

1092

994

1049

1204

5524

1138

1036

1000

1048

1213

5435

1170

1095

1098

1051

1207

5621

1149

1081

1038

1088

1263

5619

1327

1459

1275

1258

1421

6740

1193

1088

991

1088

1232

5592

8,320

7,958

7,401

7,704

8,809
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Table 2: Balance checks on the randomization
(I)
OLS
Income

(II)
OLS
Ln(Income)

(III)
Logit
Male

(IV)
Logit
Mrs

(V)
Logit
Miss

(VI)
Logit
Ms

-97.297
(115.061)
43.414
(114.912)
-139.487
(114.732)
-160.101
(114.308)

-0.006
(0.007)
0.005
(0.007)
-0.009
(0.007)
-0.007
(0.007)

-0.005
(0.009)
-0.005
(0.009)
0.001
(0.009)
-0.009
(0.009)

0.014
(0.009)
0.007
(0.009)
0.007
(0.009)
0.012
(0.009)

-0.009
(0.008)
-0.004
(0.009)
-0.008
(0.008)
0.004
(0.009)

0.001
(0.005)
0.002
(0.005)
0.000
(0.005)
-0.006
(0.005)

Collective
Omission to
Commission

91.192
(110.854)

0.006
(0.007)

0.004
(0.008)

-0.001
(0.009)

-0.002
(0.008)

-0.001
(0.005)

Individual
Omission to
Commission

22.036
(115.188)

0.002
(0.007)

0.004
(0.009)

0.006
(0.009)

-0.006
(0.009)

-0.003
(0.005)

N
38,097
38,097
R2
0.0002
0.0002
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses.

38,290
0.0002

38,290
0.0002

38,290
0.0002

38,290
0.0002

Reciprocity
Planning
Summary box
Opportunity
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Table 3: Marginal effects of letter treatments on payment rates within first 30 days
(I)
Logit
Paid in 30 days

(II)
Logit
Paid in 30 days

(III)
Logit
Paid in 30 days

0.011

0.011

0.017

(0.008)

(0.008)

(0.022)

0.008

0.008

0.032

(0.008)

(0.008)

(0.024)

0.005

0.005

0.024

Opportunity

(0.008)
0.022***
(0.008)

(0.008)
0.022***
(0.008)

(0.023)
0.029
(0.023)

Collective Omission to
Commission

0.112***

0.108***

0.147***

(0.009)

(0.009)

(0.027)

0.109***

0.109***

0.104***

(0.009)

(0.009)
2.98e-06***
(0.000)
-0.050***
(0.004)

(0.026)
3.65e-06***
(0.000)
-0.047***
(0.011)
-5.38e-07
(0.000)
-1.53e-06
(0.000)
-1.06e-06
(0.000)
-4.93e-07
(0.000)
-1.49e-06

Reciprocity

Planning
Summary box

Individual Omission to
Commission
Income
Male
Reciprocity * Income
Planning * Income
Summary box * Income
Opportunity * Income
Collective Commission *
Income

(0.000)
4.69e-07

Individual Commission *
Income

(0.000)
0.011
(0.018)
0.008
(0.018)
-0.004
(0.017)
0.007
(0.018)
-0.014
(0.015)

Reciprocity * Male
Planning * Male
Summary box * Male
Opportunity * Male
Collective Commission *
Male
Individual Commission *
Male
N
R2

-0.015

38290
0.02

38097
0.02

(0.015)
38097
0.02

Notes: The control group had a mean and standard deviation payment rate of 0.119 and 0.324 respectively. Standard errors in
parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Table 4: OLS regressions predicting day of payment
(I)
Day of
payment

(II)
Day of
payment

(III)
Day of
payment

-5.398

-5.407

-7.104

(3.379)
-7.170**
(3.372)

(3.344)
-6.779**
(3.343)

(9.580)
-27.136***
(9.559)

Summary box

-2.429
(3.361)

-2.820
(3.333)

-13.262
(9.485)

Opportunity

-4.130

-4.168

-10.220

(3.361)

(3.326)

(9.525)

Collective Omission to Commission

-22.406***

-19.455***

-42.522***

Individual Omission to Commission

(3.285)
-18.345***
(3.442)

(3.276)
-18.397***
(3.402)
-0.003***
(0.000)
39.765***
(1.939)

(9.298)
-17.809*
(9.616)
-0.003***
(0.000)
35.515***
(5.026)
0.000
(0.001)
0.001**
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
0.000
(0.001)
0.001**
(0.001)
0.000
(0.001)
-0.738
(7.220)
3.184
(7.222)
-0.917
(7.172)
3.606
(7.189)
15.002**
(7.052)

Reciprocity
Planning

Income
Male
Reciprocity * Income
Planning * Income
Summary box * Income
Opportunity * Income
Collective Commission * Income
Individual Commission * Income
Reciprocity * Male
Planning * Male
Summary box * Male
Opportunity * Male
Collective Commission * Male
Individual Commission * Male
Constant
N
R2

7.698
250.162***
(2.367)
38292
0.002

282.875***
(3.346)
38097
0.02

(7.309)
291.876***
(6.673)
38097
0.02

Notes: These OLS regressions use robust standard errors. The control group had a mean payment days to payment of 250.102
and a standard deviation of 174.222. Standard errors in parentheses. * p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001
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Appendix: Control letter
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Example trial letter – Collective Omission to Commission
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